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UNIVERSAL GAUGE 
WIRE HARNESS

For Installing Auto Meter Electric Speedometer, Tachometer, And Short Sweep Electric Oil Pressure, Water Temperature, Fuel Level, 
and Volt Meter Gauges.

This harness is for the following:
This harness is intended for Auto Meter brand instruments

Short Sweep Electric gauges (Oil, Water, Fuel, Volt)
Electric in-dash tachometer

Electric Programmable Speedometer
Electric GPS  Speedometer

Incandescent or LED equipped gauges
Turn signals (power controlled)

Hi Beam indicator (power controlled)
Park Brake indicator (ground controlled)
Brake warning, or Park Brake indicator

This harness is NOT intended for the following:
Full sweep digital stepper motor gauges

Digital display gauges
Tach/Speedo combo (speedometer with tachometer in the same gauge)

Quad gauges (4 gauges in one)
Dual gauges (2 gauges in one)

Mechanical gauges

What is supplied: 
(1) Main wire harness (gauge side & vehicle side)
(1) Lighting ground wire harness
(8) Red butt connectors
(8) Male crimp on connectors
(2) Green turn signal LED’s
(1) Amber hi-beam LED
(1) Red brake warning LED

Recommended Tools & Supplies:
Test light
Hand held volt meter (DVOM)
Wire strippers
Wire crimpers
Your choice of wire splice connectors, or solder, & heat shrink for 
connecting wires to your vehicle harness
5/32” drill bit
Your choice of wire coverings for neatly organizing or bundling wires.
Zip ties (small or medium) for neatly organizing or bundling wires.
Basic hand tools 
Wire diagram for your vehicle
5A fuse & fuse holder
Soldering iron, solder, various sizes of heat shrink tubing

Step 1: 
Lay out the harness and familiarize yourself with it. You will notice not all of the terminals for the speedometer and tachometer connectors are 
inserted. This is due to the different configurations of speedometer & tachometer terminal arrangements. You will also find a separate black 
wire harness which is intended for lighting ground for the 4 smaller gauges. Of the main wire harness, you will notice there are two halves to 
this harness. We will call those the vehicle side, and the gauges side. You will also find included a small supply of wire terminals which can be 
used as needed during the installation. 

Step 2: 
We recommend starting with the vehicle side of the harness (the main harness half without gauge connectors). This will get permanently 
wired to your vehicle. This will require some basic knowledge of automotive electrical, and in some cases a vehicle specific wiring diagram, or 
the ability to test circuits to verify proper hook ups. You will find the following wire colors:

Gray: Dash Lights. Connect to factory dash lighting wire. If unavailable, you may then connect to a factory-style head light switch that has an 
internal dimming circuit for dash lights, or a separate dash light dimmer. Look for a 12V power source that turns on and off with the parking 
lights and or head lights, but also dims (voltage decreases) as you adjust your headlight dimmer. A test light works well for checking this. 
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Pink (short):  12v, key on power. Connect to factory gauges power only if it is 12v. This power should turn on and off with the ignition switch. 
If there is no factory wire to use, you may either find an ignition power from the fuse box, or from the ignition switch. This should be protected 
with a 5A fuse.
Red:  Hi Beam indicator. Connect to factory hi beam indicator wire or to hi beam switch. This circuit will be powered only when headlights are 
on, and high beams are on. 
Black:  Engine or chassis ground.
Orange:  Left turn indicator. Connect to factory left turn indicator wire. You may test for this with a test light, with the key on, with left turn 
signal on and look for a wire that flashes your test light with the turn signals. 
Tan:  This is intended to be used with an existing brake warning light indicator, generally operated  off of the brake pressure switch in the 
brake proportioning valve. 
White/w black stripe:  Right turn indicator. Connect to factory right turn indicator wire. You may test for this with a test light, with the key on, 
with right turn signal on and look for a wire that flashes your test light with the turn signals.
Pink (long): 12v key on power. This is intended for applications where you might be using a 3-wire vehicle speed sensor that requires power. 
You should find that this wire is powered any time that the previous pink wire is powered. You may also use this to power a GPS interface 
module, or some other accessory if desired, as long as it fits within the recommended fuse requirements.
Green:  Temperature sender wire. Connect this to the Auto Meter temperature sender.
Purple:  Speed signal. Connect this to the signal wire at your speed sender/sensor. If you are using a computer (ECM, PCM, ECU, etc), you 
may connect this to the factory speed signal wire at the computer instead of the speed sensor if it is equipped. Consult a diagram for your 
computer to verify.
Blue:  Oil PSI sender wire. Connect this to the Auto Meter oil pressure sender. 
White:  Tachometer signal wire. Where you connect this will depend on what ignition system you have. If your engine is distributor equipped, 
with no ignition box, you may then connect to the negative side of the ignition coil. If you are using an after market ignition box, you will 
connect the white wire to the dedicated tachometer signal output wire, NOT to the ignition coil. If your application has no distributor, or ignition 
box and is using coil packs you may have an available tachometer signal at your computer. If you have questions on this, please call our tech 
support team at (866)-248-6357. 
Yellow:  This is used only if you have a speed sensor/sender that requires a supplied ground. If you have a speed sensor that is already 
existing/functioning that is already grounded or is grounded by a computer, then this wire is not needed. If you need to supply ground to your 
speed sender/sensor, then connect this yellow wire to the ground wire of your speed sender/sensor.
Dark Brown:  Fuel sender wire. Connect to the fuel sender.

Step 3: If you are using a removable gauge panel, now is a good time to determine where you are going to install each gauge and indicator 
light, and install them into the panel in preparation of wiring. The supplied indicator light simply presses into a 5/32” hole. 

Step 4: Now that you have wired in your vehicle side of the harness, lets start on the gauges side of the harness. This is generally best 
done (when there is a removable gauge panel) on a clean work bench or table with the gauges in the panel, and with face down. If this an 
application where there is no removable panel, you may start by routing the gauges side of the harness from under the dash, and each 
section of harness hanging out of the appropriate gauge hole. For example, route the section of harness for the oil pressure gauge out the 
hole where you will install the oil pressure gauge. And so on..
 • 3-terminal Gauge connector with only black & pink wire will plug onto the volt meter.
 • 3-terminal Gauge connector with brown, pink, and black wires will plug onto fuel level gauge.
 • 3-terminal Gauge connector with blue, pink, and black wires will plug onto oil pressure gauge.
 • 3-terminal Gauge connector with green, pink, and black wires will plug onto water temperature gauge.
 • 8-terminal gauge connector with pink & white wires already inserted, and with loose gray & black wires are for tachometer, 
  but do not plug the connector in yet until you identify where to insert the two loose wires based on the tachometer that you 
  have. See images below for examples.
 • 8-terminal gauge connector with pink & purple wires inserted, and with loose gray & black wires are for the speedometer, 
  but do not plug the connector in yet until you identify where to insert the two loose wires based on the speedometer that you 
  have. See images below for examples.

                        

Electric Speedo with lower row terminals   Electric Speedo with upper row terminals



 • Yellow: This is used only if you have a speed sensor/sender that requires a supplied ground. If you have a speed sensor 
  that is already existing/functioning that is already grounded or is grounded by a computer, then this wire is not needed. If 
  you need to supply ground to your speed sender/sensor, then connect this yellow wire to a suitable ground. 
 • Pink: You may connect this to the red wire of the amber brake warning LED, or you may use this to direct power to a GPS 
  interface module. 
 • Tan: This is only used if you are installing a brake warning light. Connect to the black wire of the red brake warning LED. 
 • Orange: Connect to the left turn indicator LED red wire.
 • White/black trace: Connect to the right turn indicator LED red wire.
 • Red: Connect to the hi-beam indicator red wire.
 • Black (x3): Connect one to the left turn indicator black wire, one to the right turn indicator black wire, and one to the hi-beam 
  indicator black wire. 

At this point you should have the following wires left over. Here is where they go. We will address the existing gray wires last. 
**Note: The supplied red butt connectors are intended to be used with the LED indicator connections. Or you may choose to solder and heat 
shrink these connections.

Electric Speedo with wheel odometer & cal button

   Tachometer with lower row terminals

Contact Auto Meter Tech Support for 
the proper terminals for your calibration 

button if you have this design.

You may remove or simply not connect 
the purple wire when using a GPS 

Speedometer. Electric Speedometers 
that use an interface module still require 

the purple wire.

GPS Speedo

Step 5:  Connection of the gray wires will depend on the gauge type that you have. If you are using Auto Meter gauges with factory equipped 
LED through the dial lighting, then you can simply plug each of the gray female terminals into each of the corresponding gauge lighting 12V 
terminals (see image for LED lighting). 

 If you are using Auto Meter gauges that use a twist in light socket, you will then cut the white wire on the light socket to your desired length 
and crimp on one of the supplied male terminals. This will now plug into the female terminal on the gray wires (see light socket wiring image). 

Step 6: Installing lighting ground harness (separate black harness). If your gauges are factory LED through the dial lit, plug each of the black 
wire female terminals into each of the corresponding gauges lighting ground terminals See image for LED lighting). 

If you are using Auto Meter gauges that use a twist in light socket, you will then cut the black wire on the light socket to your desired length 
and crimp on one of the supplied male terminals. This will now plug into the female terminal on the black wires (see light socket wiring image).

The black wire harness has a male/female connector that allow for you to unplug a single wire in the even that you need to remove your dash 
harness. Connect the other end of the single black wire with the factory crimped ring terminal to a good vehicle ground.



Step 6: Plug the gauge harness into the vehicle harness. Check for any loose wires that are not plugged into anything. Turn power on to the 
vehicle. Check for turn signal operation. Check for gauge lighting. Check for hi-beam indicator operation. 
If these all function, you may now start the engine and check for gauge operation.  Once everything is confirmed to function, you may now 
take the time to bundle, cover, separate, or organize your wiring and prepare to finish the installation of the gauge panel. If you do not have a 
removable gauge panel then you are already finished. 

TROUBLE SHOOTING:
Gauges do not operate:
 • Use your volt meter and check for power on the pink wire at any of the affected gauges.  Check for 12v or higher.
 • If no power, check the fuse(s) related to the pink wire wherever you chose to get power from.
 • If no power, check to make sure the main harness, 15 pin connector is fully seated, plugged into each other.
 • If there is power, and all gauges are dead, check the location of your black gauges ground wire in the main harness. When in question, 
  we recommend engine ground.
 • If only one gauge, or a couple random gauges not functioning, check for loose or missing meter nuts on the back of these gauges. 
  These are the nuts that secure the male spade terminals to the back of the gauge.(See picture at the end of this section) 
 •  If only one  gauge, or a couple random gauges not functioning, check to make sure the gauge connectors are plugged into the 
  affected gauge(s). 
Gauge lights do not operate, but gauge operation is fine:
 • Use your volt meter to verify power on any one of the gray wires at the gauges is present when the lights are turned on. 
 • If no power, check factory (or after market) dash lights fuse. 
 • If no power, and fuse is fine, check where you are getting your dash lights power from. 
 • If there is power to the gray wires of the affected gauge, then check where you are grounding the black gauge lighting ground harness. 
One or more of the gauges reads incorrect, or erroneous readings:
 • Check to make sure the correct gauge connector is plugged into the correct gauge. In other words, the temp gauge harness with the 
  green wire is plugged into the water temp gauge, etc..
 • Verify that you have installed the proper sender for the gauge involved. Did you install an Auto Meter sender for temperature and oil 
  pressure? 
 • Oil pressure and water temp gauge peg or read high on power up. See previous step. Also, check meter nuts (see image at the end of 
  the section) for presence and tightness. 
 • If this is a fuel level gauge, verify that the proper gauge model number was ordered for the sender that is being used. Not all fuel 
  senders and fuel gauges are compatible.  Locate your fuel level model number and call Auto Meter Tech Support at (866)-248-6357.

LED Lighting

View of wire harnesses installed, connected to gauges.

Light Socket Wiring



Thank you for choosing an Auto Meter Products gauge wire harness. For any questions regarding this wire harness, you may 
contact us at 866-248-6357. 

 
 • Volt meter pegs. Make sure that if your volt meter has an “S” terminal, that there is nothing plugged into the “S” terminal. There should 
  be no wire in the cavity of the gauge connector at the volt meter “S” terminal.
Speedometer does not function:
 • If the speedometer performs half sweep on power up, and LCD display for odometer illuminates, then check for proper hook up of the 
  speed sender. 
 • If no half sweep, or LCD display does not turn on, then check for power on the pink wire. Next check for proper pin out regarding the 
  black wire (see step 4 of the instructions). 
 • If your speed sender is an Auto Meter speed sender, or another after market that is gear driven, you may check for operation by turning 
  power on, then spinning the speed sender with a drill to see if speedometer functions. 
 • If this is an Auto Meter 3-wire speed sender, verify power to the red wire at the speed sender (supplied by this harness pink wire). Also 
  verify ground to the black wire of the speed sender (supplied by yellow wire of this harness). 
 • Make sure yellow wire of this harness on the gauges side of the harness is connected to good ground.
Gauges function until the lights are turned on, then they go dead:
 • Check/relocate the gauges ground (the black wire from the main harness). When in question, we recommend engine ground.
Tachometer does not function:
 • Check for power on the pink wire. Next check for proper pin out regarding the black wire (see step 4 of the instructions)
 • Check location of where you are getting signal. Follow precautions on tachometer instructions regarding after market ignitions. 
 • if this is computer generated tachometer signal from a computer, there is the possibility that a tachometer adapter (Auto Meter model 
  9117), or a pull up resistor may be needed. 
One LED indicator does not function:
 • Carefully check the quality of the crimp if the butt connectors were used. Inspect to make sure the crimp was not over the wire 
  insulation. 
 • Check to make sure the red and black wires of the affected LED were not switched/hooked up incorrectly. 
 • Use your test light to make sure you still have power/signal going to the LED when commanded (ex., a flashing test light with turn 
  signals on & flashing, or test light on solid when lights on and hi-beams on).

12 MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY
Auto Meter Products, Inc. warrants to the consumer that this product will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from date of the original purchase. Products that fall within 
this 12 month warranty period will be repaired or replaced at Auto Meter’s option to the consumer, when it is determined by Auto Meter Products, Inc. that the product failed due to defects in material or workmanship.  
This warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of parts in the Auto Meter instruments. In no event shall this warranty exceed the original purchase price of the Auto Meter instruments nor shall Auto Meter Products, 
Inc. be responsible for special, incidental or consequential damages or costs incurred due to the failure of this product. Warranty claims to Auto Meter must be transpotation prepaid and accompanied with dated proof 
of purchase. This warranty applies only to the original purchaser of product and is non-transferable. All implied warranties shall be limited in duration to the said 12 month warranty period.  Breaking the instrument seal, 
improper use or installation, accident, water damage, abuse, unauthorized repairs or alterations voids this warranty.  Auto Meter Products, Inc. disclaims any liability for consequential damages due to breach of any written 
or implied warranty on all products manufactured by Auto Meter.

FOR SERVICE SEND TO: AUTO METER PRODUCTS, INC. 413 W. Elm St., Sycamore, IL 60178 (866) 248-6356
For Email: Service@autometer.com
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SERVICE
For service send your product to Auto Meter in a well packed shipping carton. Please include a note explaining what the problem is along with your phone number. If you are sending product 
back for warranty adjustment, you must include a copy (or original) of your sales receipt from the place of purchase.


